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Excel PivotTables and PivotCharts: Your visual blueprint for creating dynamic spreadsheetsVisual, 2010

	Master two of the most powerful features of Excel


	Even if you use Excel all the time, you may not be up to speed on two of Excel's most useful features. PivotTable and PivotChart turn long lists of unreadable data into dynamic, easy-to-read tables and charts that highlight the information you need most; you can tweak...
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From Russia with Tough Love: Pavel's Kettlebell Workout for a Femme FataleDragon Door Publications, 2002

	In Russia, kettlebells have long been revered as the fitness-tool of choice for Olympic athletes, elite special forces and martial artists. The kettlebell’s ballistic movement challenges the body to achieve an unparalleled level of physical conditioning and overall strength.


	But until now, the astonishing benefits of the...
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Shrimp: The Endless Quest for Pink GoldFT Press, 2009

	 “Shrimp: The Endless Quest for Pink Gold is a deep and expert look not only at an important human food source, but also of the fragile complexity of the ecosystem in which it is created.”


	–Edward O. Wilson, Pellegrino Research Professor, emeritus, Harvard...
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Web Services: A Manager's GuideAddison Wesley, 2003

	"This book performs a valuable service for managers seeking to harness the business potential of Web services technology. Bringing a real practitioner's experience to the task, Anne carefully walks managers through the fundamentals of Web services technology. She does a superb job of helping managers understand this technology so...
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Murach's Oracle SQL and PL/SQL (Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2008

	If you're developing applications that access Oracle databases, you can save time and work by having SQL do more of the data handling for you: This new book shows you how. It teaches you how to create effective SQL queries to extract and update the data in an Oracle database. It teaches you how to design and implement a database, giving...
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GPU Computing Gems Emerald Edition (Applications of GPU Computing Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011

	We are entering the golden age of GPU computing. Since the introduction of CUDA in 2007, more
	than 100 million computers with CUDA-capable GPUs have been shipped to end users. Unlike the
	previous GPGPU shader programming models, CUDA supports parallel programming in C. From my
	own experience in teaching CUDA programming, C programmers...
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Location-Based Information Systems: Developing Real-Time Tracking ApplicationsCRC Press, 2010

	Location-based services (LBS) are nally coming out of research labs and getting
	into the hands of nal users. It is fairly common to see cellular carriers
	and private companies oering LBS to locate your children, friends, and sites
	of interest, track assets, enhance the security of key personnel, help people
	with disabilities use...
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OpenCL in Action: How to Accelerate Graphics and ComputationsManning Publications, 2011

	In the summer of 1997, I was terrified. Instead of working as an intern in my major (microelectronic engineering), the best job I could find was at a research laboratory devoted to high-speed signal processing. My job was to program the two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) using C and the Message Passing Interface...
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iPhone and iPad Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your iPhone and iPad Apps (2nd Edition) (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	Over the past three years, I have witnessed something


	remarkable as iPhone and iPad developers have created

	and posted apps to Apple’s App Store at a breathtaking

	pace. The App Store has swelled to more than 400,000

	apps and still shows no signs of abating. The gold rush to

	sell iPhone and...
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Introduction to the Theory of Programming Languages (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010


	The ultimate, definitive programming language has not been created yet, far from it.

	Almost every day a new language is created, and new functionalities are added to

	existing languages. Improvements in programming languages contribute to making

	programs more reliable, shorten the development time, and make programs easier

	to...
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Presentation Zen Design: Simple Design Principles and Techniques to Enhance Your PresentationsNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	In his internationally acclaimed, best-selling book Presentation Zen: Simple Ideas on Presentation Design and Delivery, presentation master Garr Reynolds gave readers the framework for planning, putting together, and delivering successful presentations. Now, he takes us further into the design realm and shows how we can apply...
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Programming Interviews Exposed: Secrets to Landing Your Next JobWrox Press, 2012


	The most important thing we have to tell you is the same as in the first edition: You will

	get as much out of this book as you put into it. If you read this book cover to cover, you will learn

	something, but not nearly as much as you would if you take some time trying to work through the

	problems before you read the answers.
...
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